
   
 
 

CPRW Stakeholder Watershed Planning Meeting  

Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:00 am to 12:00 pm 
Rocky Mountain Innosphere Building  

320 E. Vine Drive 
South Conference Room (1st floor) 

Attendees:  
 

Name Affiliation 

Addington, Rob TNC 

Boschmann, Nate WRV 

Gibbens, Jerry Norther Water  

Giordanengo, John AloTerra 

Heath, Jared City of Fort Collins  

Kovecses, Jen CPRW 

Oropeza, Jill City of Fort Collins  

Petrzelkca, Jen  City of Greeley  

Piehl, Brad JW Associates  

Piske, David  TU 

Schinkel, Heather  Colorado Conservation 

Exchange  

Strevey, Hally CPRW 

Thompson, James  Sen. Bennet’s office  

 

Agenda & Summary:  
9:00 am –  9:15 am: Group updates 

 Introductions  

 CPRW update on post-fire projects 
o Ratville/FS 135 – significant burn area and contributing sediment to South Fork. Just 

found out that CSU owns the of the most damaged portion last week. We don’t have 
time to do design work before Jan 22, however, it is still an area we want to do work. 
Will be applying for this project during the Fall CDBG ask 

o Old Flowers Road & unnamed 2/3- working towards putting together grant applications 
for unnamed 2/3 and Old Flowers for Jan 22 deadline  

9:15 am –9:30 am: Post-fire project update for CDBG-DR implementation Jan 22nd 

deadline- Brad Piehl review   

 Old Flowers Road – identified stream crossing projects and have noted areas for low water 
crossings & have identified areas for stream realignment and restoration 



   
o Stream restoration above and below low water crossings.  
o With low water crossings it’s likely that during peak flows you won’t be able to cross, 

however, it will stay functional/drivable during lower flows.  

 Unnamed 3- just received design this morning. Locations of undersized culverts that need to be 
replaced, material in channel, fill impinging on stream, opportunity to take out an old road. 

o Still need to sit down with landowners and go over design to ensure they agree/like the 
proposed restoration 

o Come up with maintenance plan for the site for the long-term  
o AloTerra applied for & received Army Corps permit for doing gulley stabilization a few 

years ago on behalf of the EWP program   
o Gulley stabilization/restoration will also be included in the grant application   

9:30 am -10:00 am: Review of using resilience as reference condition- Brad Piehl 

overview  

 Review of using Resilience as our reference condition 
o Part of this grant is based on the State of Colorado’s resilience definition, however, we 

can decide how to best define Resilience for the Upper Poudre Watershed  
o Looking into the future with climate change & also keeping in mind historical 

disturbances we can define different definitions of Resiliency for different habitat types. 
We had some discussion during the last meeting about not ignoring historical 
disturbance  

o Jill O.- Is the next step to go through planning with private landowners, USFS etc.?  
 Jen K.- The State FS has been involved for quite some time, and the USFS is 

aware of what we are doing, but hasn’t been able to attend any meetings yet. 
We also reached out to public landowners in the fall, and once we have draft 
maps we will meet again with landowners. Goal is to and combine forces with 
communities & private landowners that are already doing work in high priority 
areas we identify from our analyses. 

10:10 am -11:00 am:  Upper Poudre Watershed resilience planning  

 
Value- Naturally Functioning River  
Reviewed this value briefly in December. Brad has identified some key indicators to help with the analysis 
of this value  

 Indicator 1: Changes in streamflow regimes as defined by impacts from diversions, upstream 
reservoirs, past land management and wildfire  

o Dave P.- time frame for changes? Have been little changes in reservoirs and operations 
upstream of canyon mouth  

o Jen- how can we use this as something scalable for analysis? What will be the metric? Is 
the flow to high or too low, we may not have enough info to answer many of these 
questions. 

o Brad- perhaps use indicator 1 more for general knowledge of watershed rather than 
analysis.  

o Jared H.- For indicator 1, most are stressors. The indicator would be streamflow. We could 
potentially identify the number of stressors in a watershed & use that to determine risk. 



   
Breaking streamflow into regime, is the natural hydrograph being achieved, and if not, 
what are the stressors resulting in that? 

 Indicator 2- Floodplain function  
o Jared H.- may need to do field assessment to determine floodplain connectivity. Jen- we 

have the 2014 lidar data for the entire Upper watershed. Could use this to identify where 
there might be disconnects, and based on the analysis will conduct field assessments in 
the spring/summer.  

o Brad looked at FEMA floodplain mapping and found it does not go into the Upper 
Watershed.  

o Brad Johnson with CSU is developing  FACSTREAM protocol. Brad might be a good person 
to have come to one of our meetings. FACSTREAM may also be a good tool to use in the 
field to verify our GIS analyses  

 Indicator 3- Riparian function 
o COWRAP has data, but stops at state line, so doesn’t include areas of the watershed in 

Wyoming  

 Indicator 4- 303(d) listed streams 
o Jill O.- good indicator for water quality but should utilize others as well. 
o Not much water quality data for smaller streams.  
o Water quality problems may also border into the Water Quality value which will be a 

separate analysis. We know some general water quality issues within the watershed, 
some of these might not fit well with the prioritization, but could help with 
characterization.  

 Indicator 5-flooding/debris flow hazard as measured by road density and  Melton ruggedness 
o Use as slope indicator for watersheds, a hazard measure that combines roads & 

watershed steepness  

 Indicator 6- soil erodibility 
o May fit better in another value, but if you have high soil erodibility in a watershed will be 

at risk for higher sediment yield.  

 Indicator 7- sediment transport/deposition as measured by SURRGO  
o Gives an idea of where sediment originates, where it transports and where it deposits. 

Good way to look at where you might have hazardous locations and determine priorities 
for restoration. Based mostly on stream gradient, but have to divide stream into reaches 
manually.  

 Brad- are we missing anything, if you could pick 3 things that constitute a naturally functioning 
river, which ones would be most important?  

o Jen- habitat conditions, floodplain connectivity most important. If we use resiliency as our 
metric for reference condition, we should have an expectation of a cold water perennial 
stream, with certain flow rates, good water quality and connected to floodplain  

o Where to get this data/how to measure? Measuring floodplain connectivity may be most 
difficult. Could obtain riparian condition for major perennial streams from the Lidar data 

o Jen K.- with this value there may be a strong limit to the desktop analysis. Soil transport, 
debris flow hazard we can model, but getting the riparian habitat component without 
field assessments will be difficult.  

o Basically looking at watershed value vs. risk. We aren’t trying to protect everything. Not 
just about biodiversity/healthy habitat. Is the goal to just make sure that when the next 
wildfire or flood happens it’s not as bad? This will make a big difference on how many 
indicators we want to analyze or how much field work we need to do.  



   
o We are more focused on when a large disturbance event happens that the watershed can 

rebound from these disturbances. However, the analysis can still be used to identify large 
existing problems in the watershed.  

o Jared H.- most important for naturally functioning river is streamflow and sediment- if 
these aren’t in balance there will be issues.  

o Jill- perhaps use tiered approach. Focus on big risks & metrics, and as time goes on room 
and more information available to add and focus on other aspects like biodiversity. 
Overall an intact functioning river is what accomplishes resilience.  

o Brad- once we identify high hazard areas we can go visit them in the summer. Will also 
allow us to identify any gaps in the data.  

Break 

Value- Healthy Upland Habitat  

 Rob A.- the Watershed Condition Framework from the FS has 12 different indicators and might 
be a good resource for data. However, it hasn’t been updated since the fire.  

 Indicator 1 &2- LANDFIRE data from COWRAP.  
o Don’t have data in Wyoming 
o LANDFIRE data based on landsat 30 m pixels so it is on a coarser scale.  
o Canopy closure data is in LANDFIRE. Rob has heard it’s accurate to determine density.  

 Indicator 3-Comparision of veg types to resilient conditions. Need to define resilient condition for 
dry & wet pondo, mixed conifer, lodgepole, spruce-fir, aspen 

o Could combine w/ first two indicators  
o Have a good idea of resilient condition for ponderosa pine. Mixed conifer may be more 

difficult. Data committee may be able to help determine resilient condition for lodgepole 
(if we have similar age/density over large area, likely not resilient). Aspen forests, could 
ID areas of decline and determine locations to reduce conifer stands and aspens to 
stimulate regeneration.  

 Indicator 4- wildfire hazard as defined by a combination of factors from COWRAP. 
o We could potentially use LANDFIRE for this as well. It began in 2000-2001, have been 

doing refreshed on data…likely most recent was 2010.  
o Important to note landfire is a data source not a model.  

 Indicator 5- TES wildlife species –  
o Do we want to include wildlife? If so maybe should just include T&E species? Which ones 

would they be? Or maybe we pick some indicator wildlife species that fit into that wildlife 
piece.  

o Might be important to take into consideration various management needs for species 
o Jen- can’t define resilient condition by 1 or 2 species, because it will change drastically 

based upon the species you are looking at. From the desktop analysis perspective, might 
not get anywhere by identifying wildlife habitat  

o What if we use wildlife species/habitat as more of a metric of success following 
restoration. Utilize it in the actual planning piece following the desktop analysis.  

11:45 am – 12:00 pm: Summary & next steps for 2016 

 2016 Stakeholder meeting schedule  

 Potential dates for data sub-committee to meet  



   
o Want to get data sub-committee together to provide input on analysis & models 

sometime in mid-February. Don’t have an exact date set for it yet 
o Might be good to have two separate meetings.  One more vegetation focused and the 

other water focused.  
o During our next meeting on March 1 we will discuss the Water Supply & Cultural values 

and indicators for analysis. We should also have some mapped indicators for Naturally 
Functioning River & Upland Habitat by the next meeting to review.  

2016 Stakeholder Meeting Schedule, Tuesdays 9 am – 12 pm 

March 1  
April 12 
May 24 
July 12 

August 30 
October 4 

November 15 
December 13 

 
 

 

 



   
 
 

CPRW Stakeholder Watershed Planning Meeting  

Tuesday, March 1, 2016 9:00 am to 12:00 pm 
Rocky Mountain Innosphere Building  

320 E. Vine Drive 
North Conference Room (1st floor) 

 

Attendees:  
 

Name Affiliation 

Addington, Rob TNC 

Aggett, Graeme  Lynker Tech  

Bartholow, John Citizen  

Boschmann, Nate WRV 

Dadisman, Nancy CSFS  

Gibbens, Jerry Norther Water  

Kovecses, Jen CPRW 

Max, Joel  Larimer County 

Oropeza, Jill City of Fort Collins  

Perrot, Danielle City of Greeley 

Piehl, Brad JW Associates  

Piske, David  TU 

Ryan, Sandra USFS/RMRS 

Sturtevant, Bob  Soc. of American Foresters 

Strevey, Hally CPRW 

 

Agenda  

9:00 AM – 9:30 AM: GROUP UPDATES 

 CPRW update (Jen K): CPRW is planning on applying for the Healthy Watersheds Initiative Grant 

to support capacity for work after we complete the Upper Poudre Watershed Recovery and 

Resilience Plan.  

 CPRW also applied for 2 CDBG-DR Implementation Grants in January 

o Upper South Fork (Old Flowers Road) 

o Unnamed 2/3  

 Larimer County (Joel M.): Larimer County has posted the results from the resiliency strategy, 

unmet needs and community fragility studies.  

 Graeme A: Received funding for climate change study to assist with decision-making support 

tools  



   
 CSFS (Boyd L.): CSFS has released the annual aerial survey. Found that spruce beetle is trending 

up (especially on NW side of RMNP). Also the 2015 Forest Health report is out  

 Conservation Exchange (Rob A.)- Ramsey-Shokey in the Big Thompson Watershed and the Boy 

Scout Project in the Poudre Watershed were selected for Conservation Exchange projects. Right 

now they are drafting treatment plans, monitoring and ways to model the outcomes of 

treatments. Hope is to do some implementation this summer. 

9:30 AM –9:40 AM: REVIEW OF GOALS & OBJECTIVES OF THE UPPER POUDRE WATERSHED RESILIENCE AND RECOVERY 

PLAN 
 

 Brad gave a brief review of the overall goals and objectives for the plan: Identify & prioritize 
watersheds at greatest risk from threats to guide on-the-ground restoration or treatment and to 
create a more resilient watershed.  

 4 values: Healthy Upland Habitat, Naturally Functioning River, Water Supply, Cultural Values  

 
9:40-11:10 AM: REVIEW & DISCUSSION OF DRAFT MAPS FOR VALUE B (NATURALLY FUNCTIONING RIVER)- BRAD REVIEW 

OF DRAFT MAPS & ANALYSIS METHODS  
 

 Priorities mapped at the 7th watershed level 

Factors: Floodplain and riparian function, roads and debris flow hazard  

 Floodplain & riparian function: used Landfire vegetation classification for floodplain, riparian and 
wetland areas.  

o Chuck has been using GoogleEarth to verify if streams have riparian veg in the Hayman 
Fire burn area. Another potential approach to verify GIS data  

o Jill noted that we may not always expect, or want continuous floodplain function in every 
watershed 

o Landfire data may be older- some is from 2010 and other data is from 2012, Brad will 
verify 

o Also need to develop a way to collect data in the field and to verify desktop analysis with 
other available data  

 Roads: 3 components, road density, roads within 100 m of streams, and road-stream crossings.  
o Combined layer using USFS and Larimer County data for roads in combination with 

digitizing roads that did not appear from either files  
o For the road density maps it is miles of road per watershed area. In watersheds like 

Horsetooth, the water body was removed since roads cannot be in the water, thus making 
it a smaller watershed.  

o Question on the numerical guidelines that were used to divide low, medium and high 
density of roads  

 Distribution of roads starting with 0 to the highest. High population areas (Crystal 
Lakes, Red Feathers have highest road density) 

o Road stream crossings analysis: numbers were low & map didn’t look right, only did road-
stream crossings for perennial streams. Could also include ephemeral streams  



   
o Chuck and others pointed out that road-stream crossings are critical to include in the 

overall analysis 
o Is there a way to distinguish or rank whether or not there is a structure (bridge or culvert) 

on crossings  
o Could give a different weight to ephemeral streams vs. perennial streams to potentially 

distinguish likelihood of there being a structure present  
o In general a question as to how to distinguish areas on each map via colors. If its red is it 

really bad and if its green is it really good? 
 Brad- perspective is that when we combine all pieces for each value we will have 

the top watersheds we should initially go look at that are at highest risk  
o Jen- overarching idea is that an organization like USFS or TNC can “toggle on and off” 

pieces of the analysis to focus on specific values/areas they are interested in.  

 

11:10-12:00 BREAK 

11:00 AM -12:00 PM: DISCUSSION OF VALUE B AND C (WATER SUPPLY) AND VARIOUS APPROACHES FOR VALUE D 

(CULTURAL VALUES) 

 Debris flow hazard: used ruggedness factor from Melton equation. Difference between the 
highest & lowest elevation (basin area and basin height) 

o Unnamed 2/3 has highest rating for debris flow hazard. Technically, this watershed is too 
small to be included in the analysis but since it is one of our projects it was included  

 Soil erodibility: used SURGOO data, K factor and slope.  
o When K factor is mapped there are some consistency issues. 4 different soil maps from 

the same source were patched together, however, there are some areas within the 
combined map that do not have data  

o Some discussion from Graeme A. about K factor perhaps not being the best tool to use as 
it is focused more on agricultural lands and when there is rugged topography it doesn’t 
work as well 

o Could also have a geology component  
o Overall soil erodibility is a post-fire approach- looking at each watershed as if you did NOT 

have ground cover after a fire, and what the risk of that watershed would be. 
 Brad will take a look at the data & areas where data is missing and will look into 

geology or some other soil component that might make sense to include  
o Brad showed the Value B composite map of all the factors combined. This will be used for 

all Values to start targeting watersheds to do work in or focus efforts on  

 

VALUE C-  WATER QUALITY  

Have not done any analyses yet. Factors include: Land use impacts on water quality, existing water quality 
degradation, and source supply areas  

 Factor 1- land use impacts on water quality. Ideas: Identify watersheds w/ grazing, land 
development, WUI and other impacts  



   
o Jill noted that depositional locations along the river were also persistent sources of 

material- ash and sediment after the fire. Might be good to map these areas too  
o Could identify areas that have the potential to be bought and sold- potential development 

areas based on private/public ownership. Any private land acreage greater than 5 acres 
has the potential to be sub-divided.  

 Factor 2- existing water quality degradation: streams, lakes and reservoirs with 303 (d) listing.  
o Majority of 303 (d) impairment just in the streams in the North Fork 
o Also potential to utilize the Watershed Condition Framework for this factor (although it is 

pre-fire and has not been updated yet.)  

 Factor 3- source supply areas: identify zones of concerns for water supplies using methodology 
from CLP Wildfire/Watershed Assessment or CDPHE Source Water areas  

 Potentially would like to have another factor. Brad will look into including sediment deposition 
area as this was an important piece post-fire 

 Can also map the WUI and look at where development is now & predictions for expansion in areas  

 In general- determined to have a future discussion solely on climate change  
o However, plan may be better if its focused on current conditions. Could pull some 

elements out of prioritization and decide how they may change given climate conditions 

VALUE D- CULTURAL  

 Question of whether or not to include, or if we do include, do we want analyses and maps in the 
same manner as the other values? 

o Wild and Scenic corridor easiest to map 
o However, general opinion is that Cultural values need to be included as it is what is 

important to everyone  
o Important to show that we recognize the cultural side of the watershed  
o Decision to proceed with not mapping cultural values but will include it as a description 

into the overall plan 

 

2016 Stakeholder Meeting Schedule, Tuesdays 9 am – 12 pm 

April 12 
May 24 
July 12 

August 30 
October 4 

November 15 
December 13 

 
 

 



 
 
 

CPRW Stakeholder Watershed Planning Meeting  

Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:00 am to 12:00 pm 
Rocky Mountain Innosphere Building  

320 E. Vine Drive 
North Conference Room (1st floor) 

Attendees:  
 

Name Affiliation 

Aggett, Graeme Lynker Technologies  

Bartholow, John Citizen  

Boschmann, Nate WRV 

Beeby, Johannes  Otak, Inc.   

Kovecses, Jen CPRW 

Lebeda, Boyd CSFS 

Oropeza, Jill City of Fort Collins  

Piehl, Brad JW Associates  

Piske, David  TU 

Rhoades, Chuck  USFS 

Snyder, Danielle City of Greeley 

Stiles, Jessica  NRCS/ Conservation District   

Strevey, Hally CPRW 

Tuffly, Mike  ERIA Consultants, Inc.  

 
 

9:00 AM – 9:10 AM: GROUP UPDATES 

 Introductions of attendees, but no pertinent updates from the group  

9:10 AM- 9:30 AM: USING CLIMATE MODELS TO FORECAST FUTURE FLOOD INTENSITIES- PRESENTATION BY GRAEME 

AGGETT  

 IDF curves (intensity, duration, frequency curve)  

 Applications- bridge and culvert design, floodplain management, watershed planning and 

floodplain delineation  

 Fit historic models between monthly climate and event frequency 

 Estimate future “as-if” climate  

9:30-11:50 AM: WATERSHED PLANNING- REVIEW OF DRAFT ANALYSES FOR VALUES A, B, C- BRAD PIEHL 

Value A- Healthy Upland Habitat  

 Factor 1- density (canopy closure) diversity 

o Used canopy closure data from Landfire, adjusted for recent wildfires, Simpson 

diversity index  



 
 

o Incorporated resilient definition & adjusted for recent wildfires  

o Watersheds ranked based upon how well they meet resilient definitions (7th level 

watersheds ranked from 1= high resilience, 5= low resilience) 

 Chuck- any way at getting at fuel component- depth of crown, canopy base 

height etc. here? Could stratify by forest type b/c density and diversity different 

across veg types  

 Brad- question here is whether or not this would be redundant with wildfire 

hazard 

 Factor 2- Comparison of vegetation types to resilient conditions  

o Xeric pondo:  Process for all forest types: classify vegetation and then identified 

threshold of percent canopy cover that is resilience. Anything over % is not resilient  

o Other forest types in the Upper Watershed: Mesic pondo, Xeric mixed conifer, mesic 

mixed conifer, lodgepole, spruce-fir and aspen 

 Graeme A.- would it work to include a trajectory- i.e. are some forest areas 

already headed towards being more or less resilient?  

 Boyd L.- it’s likely that most forest types in the watershed are on a trajectory 

towards becoming denser and accumulating more fuel.  

 Mike T.- good to remember that canopy closure is independent of density, 

perhaps consider using the Forest Inventory Analysis (FIA) which uses basal area 

instead.  

 Chuck R.-  how did you decide on the cutoff in this definition: “less than 1/3 of 

the watershed would be of any one class (seedlings, saplings, and mature)” 

 Brad chose 1/3 because there are 3 different age classes 

 However, most of CO lodgepole is one class, mature & old besides the 

locations where harvest/disturbance recently occurred  

 Will think about this some more, difficult to come up with a hard 

number  

 Perhaps instead of saying 1/3 or 1/2 etc. instead say mix of forest  

 For aspen stands, could be important for targeting resilience projects. Many 

stands are disappearing with conifer encroachment/lack of disturbance. Could 

identify areas where we could enhance its habitat.  

 Factor 3- Wildfire hazard 

o Used COWRAP, adjusted for recent fires; 3 components flame length, fire intensity, 

extreme weather fire type. Ranked low-high  

o Mike- did you take into account any of the spruce-fir decline? 

o Boyd- probably both the mountain pine beetle and spruce fir are not incorporated 

into this as COWRAP is 2010 data.  

 Final ranking for healthy upland habitat 

o All three values together create the healthy upland habitat. High risk areas for the 

most part are in the upper montane ponderosa/mixed conifer 

o Mike- how does the final analysis line up with how the watersheds in the High Park 

Fire actually burned? 



 
 

o Brad- did look at this before adjusting for the fire. Most of the areas that burned at 

high severity were also ranked high in this analysis. Some of the lodgepole wasn’t 

ranked high, but this burned at high severity with the high winds which COWRAP 

doesn’t take into account  

Value B- Naturally Functioning River  

*Removed Factor 1- floodplain/riparian function after the data sub-committee meeting last week  

 Factor 1- Roads  

o Still need to do further verification of the road/stream crossing rank. However, JW 

Associates employee went through Google Earth and verified all road & stream 

crossings  

o Should we filter out areas where there are housing developments? Brad- in the past he 

has done this, but we may have other components in the water quality analysis that 

could encompass this.  

 Factor 2- Debris Flow Hazard  

o Used Melton’s ruggedness calculation, adjusted intermediate watersheds as needed 

o Many of the small watersheds that rank high for debris flow actually had large debris 

flows following the fire  

o Johannes- thinks of debris flow as a natural event, but more so a hazard in areas with 

infrastructure  

o Jen- Brad did incorporate this into the High Park Fire analysis, but it de-emphasized the 

impact in areas that had major problems after the fire 

 

 Factor 3- Soil Erodibility Hazard  

o Use K factor and slope matrix from NRCS. 

o K factor was adjusted since previously you could see the line on the map from 2 

different soil surveys. Created own K factor data from STATSCO.  

o Also added areas of granitic parent material from last meeting  

 With the combined map of geology and soil erodibility the highest ranking areas 

end up being towards the northern portion of the watershed.  

o Final ranking map for Naturally Functioning River highlights areas of highest risk along 

the Poudre and Hwy 14. 

 

Value C-Water Supply 

First time reviewing with the group 

 Factor 1- Land Use  

o Used pasture areas from NRCS land cover data (BLM has data but only for BLM land) will 

confirm with BLM land data  

o Jill- any information on USFS grazing allotments? The current map underestimates the 

amount of grazing occurring in the watershed  



 
 

o Brad will add more data for grazing  

 Boyd- could even look at canopy closure data to confirm areas that have been 

grazed on private lands.  

 Could also look into Larimer County tax information- if property is classified as 

Ag, they likely are grazing, especially at higher elevations  

o Also looked at USFS Watershed Condition Framework 

 Classify watersheds overall as functioning, partially functioning, functioning at 

risk etc. Rank impacts throughout the watershed, also a good indication of what 

land use/impacts are happening at a larger scale  

o Obtained population data (addresses) from Larimer County  

 Population rank addresses density, surrogate for development  

 Mike- could also consider using nighttime lights. Nighttime landsat is available 

which has good relationships with density  

o Looked at mining data- one gold mine that ceased operation. A diamond mine currently 

in operation. Remaining mines are sand and gravel or stone quarries. Didn’t seem like a 

good indicator for water quality  

o Jill- City has gone through all the mining data and have not identified any mines that are 

above a slight risk. None have been at even a moderate risk to water supply through 

their analyses. Concurs that this is not a huge risk and maybe not necessary to include in 

the prioritization   

 

 Factor 2- Existing water quality degradation 

o Used CDPHE identified areas  

o Northern portion of watershed at risk to water quality impairment. Granitic soils/ 

erodibility likely contributing to this  

 

 Factor 3- Source supply areas  

o Used Zones of Concern from the Cache la Poudre Wildfire/Watershed Assessment  

o Calculate ZoC area within each watershed (5 miles upstream of a diversion or storage 

that supplies water 

o May need to modify- areas after that fire that were of concern aren’t highlighted with 

this analysis (including the South Fork) 

o Challenge since we know the whole upper watershed is a source. Given past 

experiences, the 5 mile cutoff may not be a fine enough scale to identify ZoC. 

 Jill- okay with leaving it like this as long as we understand what it means. Good 

from perspective of the actual reservoir 

 Factor 4- Sediment transport  

o Not yet complete. Still needs work to decide how to incorporate into this Value, 

however, could also fit into Value B. 

Next Steps  

 At the end we will have an overall watershed priority map with target areas  

 Will go in and look at these target areas with more detail 



 
 

o Monitoring, implementation, collecting data on aspects we don’t understand well 

 Perhaps schedule a field trip for the summer  

 By May 1 will have a good set of draft maps (that can still be changed) but could have some 

places to go look at and begin thinking about next steps  

JEN UPDATE: 

 Proposed Post-Fire Science Workshop for Wednesday May 11 

o Researchers & stakeholders involved in the High Park Fire  

o An opportunity to begin discussion about post-fire restoration response  

o Larimer County is holding an emergency response exercise for wildfire in June. We will 

be working with LaCo and the City to follow up this meeting with those involved with 

the immediate restoration response to a fire to discuss what worked/what didn’t and to 

better prepare for our response to the next fire. This will be on June 29 

 

If we organize and put on the Post-Fire Science Workshop, the May 24 stakeholder meeting will be 

cancelled.  

 

 



 
 

CPRW Stakeholder Watershed Planning Meeting  

Tuesday, May 24 2016 9:00 am to 12:00 pm 
 

Attendees: 
 

Name Affiliation 

Giordanengo, John AloTerra  

Kampf, Stephanie CSU 

Kovecses, Jen CPRW 

Oropeza, Jill City of Fort Collins  

Perrot, Danielle City of Greeley 

Piehl, Brad JW Associates  

Piske, David  TU 

Rhoades, Chuck  USFS 

Schinkel, Heather Colorado Conservation 
Exchange 

Strevey, Hally CPRW 

Swaim, Kristin Open Water Foundation 

 

Meeting Notes  

GROUP UPDATES 

 CPRW did not receive DOLA funding for post-fire restoration at Unnamed 2/3 and FS road 135 

 Another round of DOLA implementation funding to apply for in the fall 

 MARK YOUR CALENDARS: post-fire science meeting will be on our previously scheduled 

November stakeholder meeting date.  

 Wildfire exercise is taking place on June 29th in the afternoon. Focus has been narrowed to the 

agency/practitioner people making decisions in the immediate post-fire scenario.  

 

9:10 AM –9:45 AM: DISCUSSION & REVIEW OF VALUE B, NATURALLY FUNCTIONING RIVER AND VALUE C, WATER SUPPLY 

Value B, Naturally Functioning River 

 Review of different factors & applied changes that were made to each  

 Stream classification: NHD stream data: source, transport, response. Came up with simplistic 

categorization for identifying different sediment transport characteristics and tied to Rosgen 

channel type   

 Utilized stoplight analysis & classified stream junction between different types of streams to 

determine where sediment transport would change (used for Value C, Water Supply) 

o Good way to communicate sediment transport in less technical terms  

 Jill- what does the red sediment transport mean?  



 
 

o Reach has more capacity/more likely to transport sediment  

 Jill- are we accounting for insect outbreaks in any way? 

o Brad- only data we have are the annual surveys but they are more so jus insect activities  

o Chuck R.- knowing where the beetle kill is important for the health of the watershed, 

and important to note difference in regeneration between phases of beetle kill 

o Might make more sense to potentially do some ground based assessments? 

o Stephanie- a grad student did pre-phase mortality prior to HPF & his algorithms could 

probably extend out to a larger area. 

 

Value C, Water Supply (Factors: land use impacts, existing water quality degradation, source supply, 

livestock grazing, sediment) 

 Land use impacts: used density of addresses in watershed as a surrogate for population 

 Water quality degradation, used shapefile from CDPHE (Brad will share data with Jill O.). 

 Zones of concern- watersheds that contain important diversion or storage features  

 Water supply source rank 

o Any way to identify which storage areas are ‘more important’ from a water quality 

perspective? (i.e. Halligan is an exchange reservoir so water quality isn’t as big of a 

concern here vs. a reservoir like Joe Wright used for drinking water).  

o May also not just be about water storage. Perhaps could do this after the analysis. Look 

at priority areas and then make the judgement call on their ranking  

 Livestock grazing- 4 components included in this (NRCS land use data- pasture component, BLM 

data identifying their allotments, USFS data identifying their allotments). We are likely missing a 

lot of the private grazing data  

o Jen- should we pull this data or do we have enough confidence in it that we’ve 

encompassed enough information?  We may not have enough data to accurately depict 

the grazing occurring in the watershed 

o Chuck- might be a bad idea to include weak data. Similar to the beetle kill issues we had  

o The NRCS data regarding private landowner grazing is only from the landowners the 

NRCS is working with & not all of it is shared with the public.  

o Going to pull this piece from the analysis and put it in with the narrative component of 

the plan. However, we will still identify it as an issue.  

o Jen- should consider what we think is a resilient condition with livestock grazing  

o Stephanie- there are also many areas within the watershed that have legacy grazing 

impacts. Mapping riparian condition may give us better data  

 Sediment deposition (stoplight analysis) final piece in the water supply analysis  

10:15AM – 11:30 AM BREAK 

10:10 AM -11:00 AM: IDEAS FOR FIELD VERIFICATION PROCESS & MONITORING STRATEGY  

 Watershed targeting: 

o Start looking at why certain watersheds rank higher 



 
 

o Opportunities and constraints- land ownership, road access, wilderness, roadless or 

special areas, areas of forest outside of resilient conditions, past and planned projects 

(could add on to these) 

o Lookat the high/highest priority group watersheds and identify why they are ranked 

high  

o Examine factor rankings for each high ranked watershed to determine what we may 

actually be able to do within the watershed. For example, we can’t do anything about 

the geology of a site, but we could fix the roads  

 Chuck R.: it’s also important to keep in mind that we want to advance our understanding of how 

the system works. If we are learning how these watersheds are functioning as a part of this 

project, this should be stated.  

 

Monitoring approach 

 Need to develop our purpose  

o Is it to get baseline data-i.e. better understand existing conditions  

o Did we complete the restoration (implementation) 

o Did we meet our restoration goals (evaluation) 

 Two scales of monitoring  

o Did we accomplish the goals of a project? 

o Did the goals we accomplish in a project help achieve increased watershed resilience? 

o Things we know we should be addressing but we don’t have the data for/don’t 

understand well enough could also help influence how we build a monitoring 

framework  

 Also should examine the various monitoring frameworks that currently exist 

o Could build off of one of these frameworks vs. building something from a blank slate  

 Jill O.- important to remember that there is a big difference between using these tools as an 

assessment vs. monitoring. Can’t get the repeatability you need for monitoring  

o Depending on metrics of monitoring, it is also very expensive, especially the water 

quality piece. Also difficult to fund long-term data collection  

 Jen- we also need an assessment because we don’t have enough data to answer all the 

questions we have. At a minimum we will need to do some sort of baseline assessment for both 

river and upland.  

 Jill- for riparian reach of assessment there will be some on the ground work, but a large majority 

is done via desktop through GoogleEarth since you can pick out different vegetation types this 

way 

 Brad- makes sense to take target areas and test out at a smaller scale vs. using a metric on the 

entire Poudre 

 Jen- we also don’t want to exclusively target the highest priority areas. Also want to compare 

highest rankings with some of the lower rankings.  

 Jill- could also consider not developing one protocol across the whole watershed, but instead 

use a more targeting approach for each section of the watershed 



 
 

o A -need some sort of baseline in areas not in high priority as well  

 Stephanie- NASA put out a call for a citizen science grant, could help support these efforts  

o Stephanie will circulate the NASA info with everyone. Notice of intent due Friday but 

grant is due in July. Has to involve remote sensing.  

 In-situ and Hawk are also based out of Fort Collins and they have programs for donating 

equipment 

 

11:45 AM -12:00 PM: POST-FIRE SCIENCE MEETING DISCUSSION 

Post-fire Science Meeting Agenda  

 Goal: recognition that there has been a lot of research in the HPF burn area, but there has not 

been much discussion gone into how this research can/will influence decisions for the next fire.  

o Want to have a baseline to make decisions in the emergency phase  

o Determine how to assess and prioritize- we can’t treat everything. What did we do in 

2012/2013 and what has changed since then 

o How to control hillslope erosion in the first couple of years. Where do we have evidence 

that certain measures actually work? 

o Any unintended consequences?  

o Don’t have very much quantitative data on erosion control techniques  

 Want it to be more of a conversation about what we know with an aim to reduce chaos when 

we are in the middle of a fire and need to make decisions.  

 Outcomes: some sort of a deliverable/product people can look back to 

o Potential for a document through the Rocky Mountain Research Station, Science you 

can use (not a peer reviewed journal article, but at a level that is applicable for people 

to actually use) 

 Jen is working with Gloria Edwards to get funding to support this (facilitator, food, panelist) 

 

Feedback about what group wants to see/who should be on the panels/topics 

 Should be more people to talk on post-fire rehab control (log erosion barriers, gulch/tree felling, 

in-stream structures) 

o Will look locally for people within a drivable distance. May be able to get funding for a 

keynote speaker  

o May also be useful to bring in someone working precipitation predictions (following the 

HPF significant erosion depended on where the storms hit) 

 Would be interesting to know if there are certain areas with a higher probability 

for high intensity storms  
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July 12 
August 30 
October 4 

*November 15- Post-fire science meeting* 
December 13 
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CPRW Stakeholder Watershed Planning Meeting  

Tuesday, July 12, 2016 9:00 am to 12:00 pm 
Rocky Mountain Innosphere Building  

320 E. Vine Drive 
North Conference Room (1st floor) 

 
 

Attendees:  

Name Affiliation 

Beeby, Johannes  Otak 

Engert, Jan USFS RMRS 

Heath, Jared City of Fort Collins  

Katers, Tim DOLA 

Kovecses, Jen CPRW 

Oropeza, Jill City of Fort Collins  

Petrzelka, Jen City of Greeley 

Piehl, Brad JW Associates  

Piske, David  TU 

Rhoades, Chuck USFS RMRS 

Ryan, Sandra USFS/RMRS 

Schinkel, Heather Colorado Conservation 

Exchange 

Strevey, Hally CPRW 

 
 

 

9:00 am – 9:10 am: Group Updates  

CPRW:  

 CPRW- moving forward with Seaman Reservoir project. Rocky Mountain Youth Corps on site this 
week   

 Forest health project up at BDSR – finishing unit from last year, working with Colorado 
Conservation Exchange on an additional unit  

 Agency wildfire exercise – discussed CPRW roles and responsibilities  

 Post-fire science workshop scheduled for November 15 

 Watershed Wildfire Protection Group Meeting: ‘Brewsheds’- in Fort Collins and will be touring 
some of CPRW’s projects & going to Odell and Horse and Dragon  
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9:20 am-10:30 am: Analysis of targeted areas including where non-resilient forest areas 
are located and constraints (wilderness, Upper Tier Roadless, Roadless) and opportunities 
(ownership, access, etc.). Look at 7th level watershed targets within the larger target 
areas. 
 
FOCUS AREAS  

 From the overall watershed prioritization- identified 6 major target/focus areas and mapped 
them out. 

 Start to focus on looking at opportunities and constraints analysis  

 Decide what types of activities would be appropriate in these focus areas  
o Examine roads, veg types etc. that could help select projects  

 

These focus areas include:  

 Pennock Creek Watershed Priority-  
 

 Pingree Park included in area, wilderness areas and Rocky Mountain National Park  
o Pennock Creek has a lot of roadless and upper tiered roadless/wilderness  
o Separated out veg types with a graph within certain areas (lodgepole in wilderness vs. 

lodgepole outside of wilderness) 
o Potential to expand aspen groves  

 Pennock Creek- non-resilient forest (based on our definition we came up with) 
o Graph depicting veg types that are non-resilient in Pennock Creek- within 

WUTR/roadless and outside the WUTR and roadless  

 Important to note that Colorado has two different types of roadless areas  
o Roadless- you can do veg work here  
o Upper Tier Roadless- special protections – no activity allowed (wilderness upper tiered 

roadless- WUTR 

2) Upper Poudre- Black Hollow Watershed Priority  

 Above Poudre mainstem  

 Includes Boy Scout Ranch and upper Elkhorn Creek  

 Has some of the largest concentrations of high priority watersheds 
o Steep, dense and go straight into the Poudre  
o Majority of it is USFS land  
o Small areas of private and state owned lands  
o Wilderness area: Cache la Poudre and Comanche Peak Wilderness area  
o A small amount of upper tiered roadless  

 Veg is more diverse than in Pennock Creek priority area  
o Veg outside WUTR/roadless, diversity decreases. Lodgepole in higher elevations, 

small amount of spruce fir 
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o Chuck- have you spoken with the USFS to see if they have plans management 
wise for these areas? 

 Brad- this is one of the next steps  
o Easier to avoid roadless areas- but still potential for good work in roadless areas.  

 Actions in roadless- could go in with hand crews with ridgeline fuel 
breaks etc.  
 

 Non-resilient forest graph: some lodgepole stands rated as resilient vs. not (based on 
our definition) looked at canopy cover as an indicator of resilience  

o Mixed conifer and xeric ponderosa end up being highest ranked as ‘not resilient’ 
o Non-resilient forest outside of WUTR and ownership in various veg types – 

mesic, xeric etc.  
 

3) Lone Pine Creek Watershed Priority  

 Near Red Feather Lakes 

 Many yellow watersheds and a few red-high priority sub-watersheds   

 No Wilderness area but large majority is USFS   
o Some upper tiered roadless 

 Mixed ownership changes with the vegetation  

 Good to remember that the veg data is about 4-5 years old. LANDFIRE is updated veg data 
to 2013 this fall… 

4) Meadow Creek Watershed Priority  

 Checkerboard Ownership  

 Not very many red watersheds but yellow/orange ones and it is above Halligan  
o TNC, state wildfire areas, private  
o No wilderness/roadless etc.  
o Different challenges in this area based on the checkerboard ownership  

 Not a lot of mapped aspen  

 Chuck- would be interesting to know what State Forest Service is doing in this area  
o Jen- FS did start a NEPA process in Cherokee Park area  
o Has been some work especially around Lady Moon and Mount Margaret area  
o Chuck- also did work immediately following start of beetle kill 
o LANDFIRE data should have taken into account some of the vegetation treatment in this 

area 

5) Lower Poudre- Hill Gulch Watershed Priority  

 State, local government, and private property. A bit more consolidated ownership  

 Special areas – are a few roadless areas but no upper tiered roadless  

 Lower elevation so we have much more dry xeric ponderosa pine vegetation type 

 Can see adjustments we did with the vegetation in HPF and Hewlett Gulch burn areas – now 
classified as ‘resilient’ since there are no trees left to burn 

6) Horesetooth Reservoir Watershed Priority  

 Arthurs rock, Solider Canyon included on red high priority watersheds  
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 Lowest elevation priority, have a lot of dry ponderosa pine  

 Chuck – State parks have been managing it too  

 Look at opportunities and constraints within – land ownership, road access, 
wilderness/roadless, areas of forest outside resilient condition  

 
10:20 AM - 10:30AM: BREAK 

10:40 am - 11:45 am:  Review of monitoring metrics and potential frameworks 
 

MONITORING METRICS  

 Goals for today: 
o Choose a monitoring framework that meets our needs but is comparable to other 

work going on in the watershed  
o Agree on purpose of monitoring 
o Identify key indicators  
o Review potential SoP’s  

 Consensus on the purpose of monitoring, list key monitoring questions and important 
indicators  

 Need to determine the purpose. Don’t have funding for this monitoring effort now, but 
want conversation to be over importance of doing one or all three: 

1) Ground truth desktop analysis  
2) Establishing baseline conditions/filling data gaps  
3) Tracking watershed progress towards resilience  
 
 

4) Ground truthing the desktop analysis: field check, did the desktop analysis accurately reflect 
conditions on the ground? 

5) Establishing baseline conditions/filling data gaps: healthy riverine habitat- what are flow 
conditions?  

a. Did not have good data on levels of insect mortality  
b. Also did not have strong desktop data on grazing  
c. Soil conditions etc.  
d. Understory vegetation  

6) Basin scale- purpose to recognize that we are missing data in the desktop analysis  
7) Don’t want funding to predicate what we are going to do  

 
8) Jill- is this a feasible and appropriate goal to monitor the condition of the entire watershed? 

a. Within the 6 priority areas that we identified –look at streams/upland areas and figure 
out which ones might need restoration  

9) Johannes- obviously establishing baseline conditions is difficult, but seems like the next step is 
doing some ground truthing at a smaller scale  

10) Jen- Do we focus on the 6 priority areas, or do we randomly choose areas in the watershed to 
monitor/assess?  
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a. If goal is to keep receiving funding and projects on the ground might be taking a step 
back if you look at overall watershed 

b. Focus on priority areas. Would need to field truth these locations first  
c. Johannes- another option might be to look at major areas within the high priority areas 

and address these first (North Fork, South Fork etc.).  
11) Jill- if we have goal of watershed resilience we need to determine how to measure it  
12) Also, if we conduct a baseline condition assessment we should also look at the infrastructure 

(crossings, culverts etc.) along streams and main stem 
 

GRANT UPDATE FOR MONITORING  

 Chuck received a grant to continue doing post-fire research and do bring volunteers in to start 
doing citizen science monitoring  

o Pilot opportunity to test out rapid monitoring opportunity  

 Different monitoring levels  
1) Level 1- remote assessment that relies on GIS  
2) Level 2- rapid field based assessment  
3) Level 3- intensive, quantitative site assessment  

 

EXISTING SOP’S BEING USED ACROSS THE FRONT RANGE  

 River Watch – almost exclusively focused on non-point source pollution for Clean Water Act 

 SVAP – mostly qualitative, rapid visual assessment  
o Assign score over a certain scale  

 FACWet and FACStream- City of Fort Collins adapted FACStream to River Health Assessment  
o Measures ecological lift  
o Understand trends at a watershed scale. Similar to SVAP, tries to capture biological, 

physical and chemical components of watershed  
o More robust biotic component  
o Identifies barriers to fish passage and considers infrastructure in river as stressors  
o Focused on river corridor with some minor upland components  
o Inclination to use FACStream to maintain consistency with the City of Fort Collins  

 
 

 Don’t have to start from a blank slate, are many existing platforms out there  

 Not impossible to add quantitative components  

 Jill- the City doesn’t have a high frequency of monitoring points but we are including some 
portions of the upper watershed  

o The most upstream site is just upstream of Little South Fork 
o Munroe Diversion-down is basically the start of the assessment points  
o No points in the North Fork  

 The City is also interested in using citizen science but we could use this as a learning 
opportunity on a smaller project and provide this information to the City  

 CPRW started conversations with the other Larimer County Coalitions in the spring about 
monitoring 
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o They have also expressed interest in making sure they have a comparable 
framework to use across the County 

 
 
 

2016 Stakeholder Meeting Schedule, Tuesdays 9 am – 12 pm 

August 30 
October 4 

*November 15* 
December 13 

 
*Date of the Post-Fire Science Workshop 

 

 



 
 

CPRW Stakeholder Watershed Planning Meeting  

Tuesday, August 30, 9:00 am to 12:00 pm 

Attendees: 
Name Affiliation 

Addington, Rob TNC 

Aggett, Graeme Lynker Technologies  

Beeby, Johannes Otak 

Chambers, Carl USFS  

Giordanengo, John  AloTerra 

Kovecses, Jen CPRW 

Oropeza, Jill City of Fort Collins  

Petrzelka, Danielle City of Greeley 

Piehl, Brad JW Associates  

Piske, David  TU 

Rhoades, Chuck  USFS 

Schinkel, Heather Colorado Conservation 
Exchange 

Strevey, Hally CPRW 

Wilson, Codie CSU 

 

Meeting Notes  

GROUP UPDATES 

 Post-fire science meeting on November 15 

 High Country Forestry Collaborative meeting in Keystone on October 24 (Brad will send agenda 

and CPRW will include in upcoming newsletter) 

 Codie- her monitoring equipment will be removed from Hill and Skin Gulch unless someone has 

an interest in maintaining it and checking the data  

 

9:10 AM –9:45 AM: INCREASING WATERSHED RESILIENCE IN TARGET AREAS  

 Mapped forest type acreage that was non-resilient within the upper watershed  

o Within our 6 target areas  

o Carl- remind how you defined non resilient 

 Depends on forest type. Canopy closure percentage, and diversity index, 

openings  

 Non-resilient forest types in target areas outside of the wilderness/upper tiered roadless  

o Reduces the number of acreage where we can actually do work 

 Non resilient forest types in target areas outside of WUTR and Roadless  

o Reduced from 80,000 to 40,000 

 Target watershed Areas: 

o How do we start thinking about what makes sense to do in these target areas 



 
 

o Upper Poudre-Black Hollow – mostly National forest  

o Jill- do the identified watershed that are high priority= do they include other 

treatability metrics like slope etc?  

 No that is not included, more project treatment level analysis  

o Would be interesting to see what would happen if you eliminated the 

wilderness/roadless areas from the prioritization to see how the prioritization would 

change 

 Jen- talked about this at the beginning, but we didn’t want to eliminate it-

could still have the potential to do work on wilderness boundaries etc.  

 Upper black hollow 

 UT to seven mile- has high road ranking, could potentially do 

something about this vs. washout gulch that has high debris flow 

etc. but not high rank for roads, 

 Could there be something we could do w/ drainage, culverts etc. to 

help change the resilience of the area, help the road function better  

 Washout gulch vs. UT to sevenmile in upland habitat 

o Wildfire hazard ranking lower for washout, higher for UT to 

sevenmile  

o Can look now at the fire extreme (surface fire, passive 

canopy, active canopy) 

o Landfire data does account for data through 2011 

 How do we look at opportunities and constraints  

 -land ownership 

 -road access 

 -wilderness, roadless or special areas 

 -areas of forest outside resilient conditions 

 -past and planned projects  

o Rob- will you compile this data for target areas? 

 Brad- yes this data will be compiled  

 Monitoring approach  

o Fill in gaps 

o Confirm watershed conditions 

o Tracking watershed health and resilience  

 Fill in Gaps 

o Riparian and floodplain condition and function – didn’t have quality data on type 

and condition so we took it out of the analysis  

 We would like to go back in and confirm what type of riparian/floodplain  

o Livestock grazing locations and conditions 

 

 Use existing data 

 Target areas downstream of high hazard areas – we  

 Tie into other efforts  

 Suggested monitoring 



 
 

 Jared- did you consider wetlands/wet meadows that might be worth protecting?  

o We just include this in the riparian area/ flood corridor 

10:00AM – 10:10 AM BREAK 

 

10:10 AM -11:00 AM: MONITORING APPROACH  

River Health Assessment  

 Want to tie into RAHF so our assessments also match up with what the City of Fort Collins is 

doing  

o City of Fort Collins focusing assessments from the Munroe Diversion downstream  

 Different river types from below Munroe vs. upper watershed- narrower, 

smaller floodplain etc. 

 RAHF is a combination of data/desktop analysis and rapid visual assessment  

 Indicators 

o Flow regime  

o Sediment (land erosion, channel erosion, transport) 

o Water quality- need to determine type, frequency, amount etc. to collect 

o Floodplain connectivity  

o Riparian condition-  

o Debris  

o River form 

o Channel resilience  

o Physical structure 

o Aquatic and riparian wildlife  

 Grading scale- A-F (A is reference standard and F is non-functioning)  

o Any input/thoughts? 

o Grading system takes in a management approach  

o Carl C. thoughts- if you are doing a visual/subjective assessment, what is the value of 

having more classes? I.e what is the difference between highly functioning and 

functioning. If data is subjective, at some point it is hard to get good definition between 

classes and the more likely you are to have differences between each observer  

 CPRW hopes to begin a citizen monitoring program to help in this effort  

o  

 Jill O.: important to remember that FACStream/RAHF is a rapid assessment vs. monitoring 

approach  

o Will require conversations on resources, time, budget etc.  

o Jen K.: we want to start with a framework to help us build towards a monitoring 

program. Want to know what we should be doing, keeping in mind it may take some 

time to get the budget to actually do it.  

 Scale of observation of RHAF is at the reach level  

o Johannes B.- they first did an initial desktop reach analysis and then broke up reaches 

out in the field  



 
 

o Jill O.: ended up collecting more intensive data than originally anticipated- likely because 

it was baseline data. In lower watershed reaches were broken up by bridges/roads etc.  

 CPRW wants to collect data in some of the high priority areas where we don’t have good data 

yet  

o Will look at mainstem and perennial streams  

o Carl C.- important to note that as you move into intermittent and ephemeral streams, 

this assessment won’t work because it is not designed for that level. Would likely rank 

these streams low when they are supposed to be that way 

o Additional question- is there merit in monitoring intermittent streams, and if so, how do 

we fit this into the monitoring scheme? 

 Stephanie Kampf has put in a grant to determine where the ephemeral and intermittent streams 

are located 

o 300 potential streams within HPF and outside  

o Team of students to go to the outlets during certain periods to determine if there is flow 

or not  

Other ideas  

 Break up riparian zone to subzones- toe, bank, overbank, transition; add riparian area quality 

and habitat connectivity 

o May be important to measure floodplain intrusions  

o Road embankment conditions  

 Various assessment level options: Remote desktop; rapid assessment; intensive/quantitative  

 Carl C.- has experience with the watershed condition framework. Because of the number of 

metrics they used, it pushed a lot of things to the middle. Any metric that had a good or bad 

rating was washed out by the 30 other metrics 

o Less useful of a monitoring tool because you could have dramatic changes in one of the 

metrics and not see the changes overall  

o Overall score will be insensitive to changes  

 Next step for CPRW is to go out in the field and test the monitoring approach  

 Some concern about using citizen scientists to complete this work 

o CPRW hopes to have a focused, trained and repeat group of people, getting there may 

be challenging  

o Maybe focus recruitment on CSU’s watershed club, others with existing interest  

o Goal is to have a team lead that is always the consistent trained person to guide the 

inexperienced volunteers  

 Work should not be done by a single person- subjective methods do require a 

certain level of expertise (vegetation, hydrology, forest, riparian etc.) 

 

 Carl- BLM calls for an interdisciplinary team. If you have multiple people helps 

even out biases. Subjective methouds require a certain level of expertise (veg, 

hydrology, forest, riparian etc.)  

 This should not be done by a single person  



 
 

 Goal is for the assessment to take about 45 minutes to an hour  

 

Monitoring Goal 1: Confirm watershed condition  

 Want to confirm desktop analysis  

 Forest types and density, roads, sediment transport and deposition,  

o Measure density (want to confirm we have density at a certain level and 

whether or not it fits in to our resilient condition definition) 

o Roads: 3 types of road conditions; road density in watershed 

 Have road data forms from post-fire analysis 

 GPS data collection w/ culverts/drainage  

 Road/stream crossings- want to calculate return interval to determine 

culvert capacity. If we have right data we can run return interval on 

capacity of culverts to determine if it can handle future floods  

o Want to monitor general road conditions and classifications  

 Could do this quickly, identify areas where we could increase resiliency  

 Connect road actions with treatments in forested areas  

o Codie W.- also a layer for roads and culverts online 

 Topographic index will help those flat areas pop out  

 Designed to pull out stream networks but does a good job of looking at 

roads  

o Carl C.- should also look at width of culvert vs. width of stream  

 Could make it not resilient to overtopping etc. if it was clogged  

 Sediment transport  

o Response and source reaches  

o Want to check to see if there are specific issues based off of certain reaches  

o Would be interesting to compare Codie’s data in Hill and Skin Gulch to the 

stream/deposition analysis 

 Brad will send Codie his data and she will overlay on hers to see if what 

happened was predicted by Brad’s analysis  

 

SCHEDULE REVIEW FOR DRAFT REPORT  

 Draft report will be available on Thursday 9/8 

o Reviews due by 9/19 

o In any interest in reviewing Brad will make report available at the end of the day on 9/8 

 October 1 is the deadline for the grant  

 Carl will check to see if anyone at USFS has time to review, but this is a short timeline and a busy 

time of the year 

 Possibility to still get comments from reviewers to CPRW after October 1st to get more input  

 

 



 
 
 

 
CPRW Stakeholder Watershed Planning Meeting  

Tuesday, October 26, 2016 9:00 am to 12:00 pm 
Rocky Mountain Innosphere Building  

Larimer County Building 
 

Attendees:  
 

Name Affiliation 

Addington, Rob TNC 

Beeby, Johannes Otak 

Frantsova, Anastasia City of Greeley 

Gannon, Ben CFRI/CSU 

Heath, Jared City of Fort Collins 

Kampf, Stephanie CSU 

Kovecses, Jen CPRW 

Piehl, Brad JW Associates  

Piske, David  TU 

Rhoades, Chuck CSU 

Shinkel, Heather CCE 

Strevey, Hally CPRW 

Wilson, Codie CSU 

Wolk, Brett CFRI 

 

Agenda  

9:00 AM – 9:30 AM: GROUP UPDATES 

 

Monitoring approach  

o Filling in gaps – riparian and floodplain condition  

o Confirm watershed conditions  

o Tracking watershed health and resilience  

 Riparian/floodplain condition – use existing data, target areas downstream of high hazard areas 

& use RHAF and expand as needed  

o Some pieces probably won’t work upstream 

o Goal is every third year to go out and do the assessment  

o Haven’t determined how to do the livestock grazing piece yet  

 Confirm watershed conditions  

 Forest types and density  

o We know that conditions won’t/will likely be different on the ground  

 Roads  



 
 

 Sediment transport and deposition  

 Confirm non-resilient forest conditions (based on canopy cover) 

o Forest type – species etc.  

 Transition points were a little off from the Landfire data on the ground  

 Landfire was saying lodgepole was lower than what we were really seeing it  

 If it becomes consistent we will have to think of a way to modify it  

o Measure density 

o Random transects through target areas  

 Roads  

o Road density 

o Roads within 200 m of streams  

o Road/stream crossings 

o Two data sheets- ditches and ditch relief culverts and general road conditions- surfacing 

of roads etc. will do in areas of high overall road densities  

o Connect road action with other resilient forest treatments  

 Sediment transport and deposition  

o Look at stoplight analysis to assess/confirm if they would be an issue on the ground  

 Upland/forest/roads have a good idea at least to identify projects  

 Other pieces we need are the filling in the gaps and long-term monitoring  

 Jen- we haven’t identified the frequency and location on where those should happen  

 Are there other elements that aren’t being monitored that we should be adding baseline 

conditions to do understand long term changes in response to things like wildfire or just time  

 Start with the ideal of what we need and work towards funding it and do what we can when the 

funding comes through  

 Stephanie- largely what you are doing is to verify if GIS presents an accurate picture on the 

ground 

o If trying to document how things change seems like another piece is missing  

o Seems like targeted towards GIS layers are correct, if these are static they won’t give 

you a better picture on changes  

o Rob- this process could provide input into the next Landfire update  

o Stephanie – documenting what has been done is difficult to do, would be important to 

figure out at the onset  

 Key piece is to verify what is there now, the other pieces are going to be evolving  

 Chuck- tie this in to work that is/will be done / being planned  

o The intent is for it to tie into this but the question is where  

o Want to make sure this has context with the historic land management  

o Brad- when we did the assessment it was early 2012 data, and some of the activities/ 

planned activities were not in the data  

o Good opportunity to look at this specifically within our target areas  

 Chuck – if they have independent planning going on, this should help them as 

well and confirm the value in doing the work  

 Brett- as far as he bigger picture, CFRI is working with the USFS to document all activities that 

have happened, public data base that has the info about who is doing what where  



 
 

o This data is coming together w/ Front Range Round Table, compiling it now, but they 

have polygons, not sure what happened within them/broader impact on a landscape 

scale  

Colorado Conservation Exchange monitoring update   

o Monitoring tied to restoration goals and objectives  

o Monitoring at multiple scales, stands to landscapes  

o Monitoring must be used for adaptive management  

 Treatment goals for exchange projects  

o Reduce fuels and restore forest structure and composition without causing increased 

soil erosion and sedimentation 

o Reduce potential for high severity fire effects like tree mortality  

o Overall changing fire behavior and reducing potential for post-fire soil erosion and 

sedimentation  

 Monitoring questions  

o Project treatment level 

 How effective has forest management been 

 Are forest management activities causing an increase in soil erosion 

 How effective has forest management been in reducing potential for high 

severity fire  

 Return on investment associated with treatment  

o Work on the ground using CFRI fuels and forest structure protocol  

o Links to soil erosion monitoring – at a treatment level, identify contributing areas to a 

point you care about (water resource, stream, reservoir etc) 

o Link to fire behavior modeling- monitoring data used for evaluating change in several 

fire behavior metrics using fuels characteristic classification system  

 From there scaling up= linking data collected on the ground to landscape scale modeling  

o Are treatments changing landscape scale fire behavior and protecting water resources  

 Landscape fire behavior models such as Flammap  

 Soil erosion models like KINEROS2 

 Optimization models o maximize return on investment  

 Jen- The monitoring the exchange is considering is project scale other than linking data into 

modeling efforts 

o Brett- the monitoring verifies what happens acre by acre but also verifies progress 

throughout the watershed 

o Rob- combo of on the ground monitoring moving towards modeling as expand to larger 

landscape- more reliance on models at larger scale  

 Jen- large difference between ambient level modeling vs. targeted project level 

o Brett- forestry is more project specific aimed at giving managers data  

o Watershed health etc. might be more broad scale to note change over time  

 Brett- goes back to question trying to answer 

 Colorado front range CLFRP has another monitoring protocol for forestry that is already being 

used, so it would potentially make sense to do this instead of making up a new protocol  



 
 

 Jen – connection on events on uplands and how it effects receiving waters  

 RHAF helps understand baseline conditions  

 Jen- Stephanie if you had to come up with something/what Is missing/ what do we need to build 

in terms of monitoring  

o Where streams are perennial flowing or not (pulse source sediment or continuous) 

o Would be useful to identify streams flowing perennially and measure sediment now  

o Certain areas that you think are impacted vs. not  

o Challenge in doing this is most important after storm events  

 Spot measuring as frequently as possible different small streams for how often they are flowing, 

peaky-ness of flow, turbidity/other water quality, could help identify areas of concern 

o Would need to do this continuously, not sure a one time thing  

o Could create a few reference stations always going  

o If you could think about certain features of concern to compare different features  

o Not straightforward but important since links to condition of the water  

o Stephanie- skin gulch – not as much surface erosion, but lots of mobile big sediment  

 The presence of channel along fault became important  

 Identify potential landslide areas might be a good idea 

o Has this already been captured in our data? Or is there something distinct that could be 

assessed and monitoring  

o Stephanie- some of these relate to scale, but you need topographic conditions  

 Nested scales of analysis for different types of analyses  

o Stephanie- would look at slope, veg conditions. 

 Jen- goal would like to set- healthy watersheds grant in spring  

o Good goal with stakeholder committee to be able to apply to this grant to fund doing 

the actual work  

o Be able to put something into that grant ask to test these things out  

o Testing logistics of doing this on the ground w/ chuck  

o Deadline is in March  

 Horsetooth Reservoir Watershed Actions  

o Noted 7th level watersheds at risk & then potential targeted action areas with potential 

treatment options  

o Chuck- have you identified reference areas / riparian etc?  

o Brad- there are varying issues, need a different reference for Poudre mainstem vs. 

smaller 1st order stream  

o Stephanie- are probably some areas you won’t be able to restore because they are just 

so dry & would need water to bring back riparian condition  

o Jen- we have started talking with different stakeholders and agencies associated with 

Horsetooth to contribute and compliment what has already happened on the ground  

 Horsetooth reservoir area plan  

o Stakeholders focusing in same area  

o Existing plans for treatments  

o Colorado-Big Thompson Headwaters Partnership are interested in Horsetooth as one of 

their priorities  



 
 

o What we want to do overlaps 

 Larimer county and Lory state park  

o Actions- address pile burning backlog, leverage past treatments, revisit past treatments, 

look at new areas, use existing plans from Larimer County  

 

For the next meeting:  

o Discuss future meetings and how often we want to meet in 2017 

o Need to review implementation tasks and next steps  

o CPRW is going to work in the lower watershed, flood recovery master plan  

o Large shift in focus and topics- this committee was brought together to focus on upper 

watershed issues but would like to gauge issues of stakeholders in this group as to their 

interest in being a part of the lower watershed discussion  

 



 
CPRW Stakeholder Watershed Planning Meeting  

Tuesday, December 12, 2016 9:00 am to 11:00 am 
Rocky Mountain Innosphere Building  

320 E. Vine Drive 
North Conference Room (1st floor) 

 

Attendees:  

 

Name Affiliation 

Addington, Rob TNC 

Chambers, Carl USFS 

Boschmann, Nate WRV 

Heath, Jared City of Fort Collins 

Kampf, Stephanie CSU 

Kovecses, Jen CPRW 

Lebeda, Boyd CSFS 

 
Petrzelka, Danielle  

 

  

City of Greeley 

Piehl, Brad JW Associates  

Piske, David  TU 

Schinkel, Heather CCE 

Sturtevant, Bob  Soc. of American Foresters 

Stiles, Jess FCCD 

Strevey, Hally CPRW 

 

Agenda  

9:00 AM – 9:30 AM: POST-FIRE WORKSHOP RECAP 

 Good reviews overall from attendees  

 Some people had feedback that they wished we would have not capped the attendance at 40 

people  

 Based on survey, interest in doing this workshop annually or every other year  

o Could make the workshop a part of our regular meetings for next year  

o Lots of interest in the next workshop topic on pre-fire mitigation  

o Bob- a part of our mandate to do this- get people talking, projects organized and work 

on the ground 

o If we do this again, Jen suggested making it the last meeting of the year  

 Easy outcome from the workshop is to send letter to water providers to encourage them to 

think about water supply and forest fires  



o Jen will put together the letter and circulate it around to the group 

 Discussion about the next workshop- maybe fewer presenters? Maybe a half day instead? 

o Carl expressed that it would be best to do it for a full day, more beneficial. Could still 

have fewer speakers 

o Boyd likes panel format & shorter presentations- helped speakers get to the point 

quickly  

 All PowerPoint presentations are available on our website on the News page, under Resources.  

 

COMPLETION OF UPPER POUDRE RECOVERY AND RESILIENCY PLAN! 

 Plan is complete!  

 Report and maps will be online on our website soon 

 Plan is already being implemented in one of our high priority areas BDSR and potential for Educo 

EDUCO OPPORTUNITY 

 Good opportunity to expand our Elkhorn Creek project off of the Scout Ranch 

 Close to BDSR- about 2 miles as the crow flies from our first unit at BDSR 

 Funding from CSFS, short timeline, work would need to be completed by June 18, 2017 

o Enough funding to treat 5-10 acres  

 Owned by land trust, under conservation easement with Larimer County 

 Hally did a site visit with Educo manager, and he is on board, just has to get approval 

 Similar forest type to Unit 1 on BDSR  

 Overall, we are thinking long-term and hope to continue to find future projects like this, 

especially in the Elkhorn drainage  

o Look for opportunities to expand and extend work that the USFS is doing  

HEALTHY WATERSHEDS CONSORTIUM GRANT OPPORTUNITY & MONITORING  

 3 year award, up to $250,000 ask  

 2 million available nationwide, will give out 5-6 awards  

o Due Feb 1, 2017 

 Prioritizes protecting healthy watersheds and emphasizes implementing watershed plans 

 Use HWC money to actually implement across high priority acres, work with stakeholders to 

finalize monitoring questions, SOP’s, spatial extent  

 Good opportunity to think about where we have overlapping goals in our basin, who should be 

monitoring, and what the SOP’s should look like  

 Heather S.  & CCE received this grant last year 

o Were thinking about an idea for this year that would include PSA’s and educating water 

providers about the importance of watershed health 

 Brett Wolk from CFRI has had numerous conversations with organizations across the Front 

Range about monitoring  



o Could test in the Poudre, want to ensure people understand the value and the need of 

the plan and work  

 Heather S.- would be good to combine the grant with CCE to make it stronger  

o Jen- some funders like stacking their funding but some are the opposite and want to 

spread the money around. Hard to tell with this grant since the funding is so new 

o Heather- would be good to speak with the program officer, wealth of knowledge and 

should provide some insight  

 Carl C.- what has come out from the monitoring discussion so far? 

o Jen- we have a combination of goals in the plan  

 Missing baseline conditions 

 Is any of the work we do on the ground actually leading towards our goals  

 Data gaps  

o Not solidified yet 

 Carl- we know it is difficult to connect the impacts of work on the ground to water 

o Could use baseline monitoring to set up long-term monitoring, but have to be careful. If 

you use a model that makes the watershed resilient, then you fulfill that, you won’t 

know how accurate it actually was  

o Difficult to measure impacts without another large scale disturbance  

o Absence of disturbance makes things difficult to measure  

 Rob A- in absence of fire we don’t know the effectiveness of our treatments besides what we 

can do with models  

o Carl- we have the models, but what could we do to actually improve the accuracy of 

those models  

 Nate B.- will the date be meaningful? So much variability, small sample size  

o Any other groups doing this? If so could be an opportunity to increase scale and sample 

size to compare work.  

 CFRI has been asked by several entities to start doing this 

o Jen- should come to some sort of an agreement on at least a few things that we do the 

same, a core set of tools/SOP’s etc. across the Front Range  

o Or even just coming to an agreement within the County would be beneficial 

 Rob- we’ve gotten good at monitoring at the project scale, but what is the impact at larger 

landscape scale. 

o Look to various agencies to create a network of treatments (USFS, CPW, CSFS etc.) to 

determine impact at watershed scale 

 Stephanie K.- overall a lot we don’t understand about basic data  

o Did receive the citizen science grant to monitor streams  

 Jen- ambient monitoring level as a part of this as well 

o Regular, continuous yearly monitoring to obtain basic conditions. Use the RHAF to 

measure this over time  

 Determine how watershed is doing overall 

 Jen- Does this seem like a good idea to use this idea for the grant? 



o Question is who does what? 

o Some of the work could be done by volunteers, some needs higher level of familiarity, 

also longer term more permanent monitoring- sensors, equipment etc.  

 Rob- combining community outreach and monitoring together. Maybe communicate monitoring 

outcomes to the public 

o Might be good to add something like this to the application to make it more appealing 

as well 

o Monitoring by itself is never that appealing  

o Also combine implementation with monitoring  

 We also need to identify what we want to collect and determine if it is viable for volunteers  

NEXT STEPS… 

 Jen will organize meeting in early January with core people and to look for opportunities to leverage 

$ to reduce the budget  

 If we don’t get this grant, in the fall there is a CWCB stream management plan grant 

o Vague on what they want, but it is broad so could potentially incorporate what we want to 

do into this grant  

o Seems to be instream flow based, but Chris Sturm has expressed interest for a focus on 

uplands as well 

 Carl- a way to tie this idea to prescribed fire and use prescribed fire as a way to determine if 

treatments were effective?  

o Not a perfect analog but wonder if we could make this connection 

o Forest supervisor very interested in prescribed fire, so there will be many more fires to 

come  

POTENTIAL SCHEDULE  

 First meeting right before February (grant deadline)  

 Tuesday mornings, shorter ~2 hours  

 January 24 

 March 28 

 May 23 

 July 25? (depending.. based on how busy everyone is)  

 Sept 19 

 Nov 28 (workshop) 

Topics: 

 Monitoring framework 

 Implementation updates from us and key partners  

o USFS & others  

o Want to focus also on what other people are doing, not just us 



 Workshop development 

 Anything else that the group wants to hear about  

o Lower watershed process update in the spring/summer  
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